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ARTEC Self-propelled Sprayer

The KUHN range of sprayers is growing: a self-propelled model has been added to the current range. Fruit of a partnership between ARTEC (France) and KUHN, this machine is distributed by KUHN on the export market. Today, a wide range (300 to 7700 litres) of mounted, trailed and self-propelled sprayers has confirmed KUHN as a sprayer specialist.

A made to measure self-propelled sprayer!
Equipped with many of the components already fitted on the KUHN range of sprayers, the ARTEC self-propelled model is available with two tank capacities (4000 and 5000 L) with booms of 24 to 48 m. The choice of hydromechanical or hydrostatic drive, large clearance (up to 1.60 m) and different road widths provides a wide diversity of possible choices for the customer. With a DEUTZ drive available in three power options: 180, 210 and 250 hp, working speed can be high no matter what the relief or climatic conditions.

The automatically adjusted air suspension (front / back) fitted as standard, follows the machine load and ensures comfort for the driver. Furthermore, the spacious, panoramic cab, equipped with activated carbon filters, ensures driver safety and comfort throughout the long working day. Finally, since rinsing operations can be controlled from the cab, the driver no longer has to leave the cab at regular intervals, but can appreciate this easy method of operation.

Tried and tested equipment
The self-propelled ARTEC uses many of the components already found on the KUHN range of sprayers. These provide the following advantages:

- Simplicity: regulation box REB3.
- Long life and light weight: 24 to 48 m aluminium boom structure.
- Comfort: EQUILIBRA ® boom suspension.
- Resistance: polyester tank.
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